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Torx bit sizes chart metric

Torx's head is a type of binding, which uses a 6-point design instead of a Phillips cross or an old slot design. This rivet head shape looks like a star and therefore, it is also referred to as a tar screwdriver or star bit. The more determined generic names given by the International Organization for Standardization are hexalobular internal.
Torx History was created by Camcar Textron in 1967. Earlier, such screws were sometimes used in applications, which required disruptive features of resistance, since screwdrivers were not widely used. However, today, they are widely used in cars, bicycle brake systems, motorcycles, consumer electronics, hard drives and so on. This is
now increasingly popular in construction hardware as well. The benefits of torx screws are better than phillips head types, as this can withstand more cam-outs compared to Phillips' head. While Phillips' head is designed to make a cam-out drive, Torx's head is designed to prevent cam-outs. The design of this particular binding driver
compared to others applies the desired tork consistently, thereatingly improving the life of the tool by ten times. Torx screw sizes are mainly referred to by capital letters T and small numbers along with it refers to the point dimensions to the screw headpoint. USual sizes commonly found on the market include T10, T15 and T25. Size is a
relevant factor to consider when going for this star bit, as the right driver can only drive the size of the semicualr head without damaging the rivet or driver. Described in torx head sizes are used in applications with metrics, SAE and other types of thread systems. This ultimately reduces the size of the beets, thus making it work in a more
effective way. These binders are also marked by E. E &amp;; T followed by each other, for instance, the E4 Torx socket fits the T20 head. Here's a chat that mentions the properties of various Torx drives. Look! Alternatives Security Torx, also known as Tamper-Tahan Torx or pin-in-Torx is a variant to Torx's head. It has a post in the
middle of the head, therein preventing the commonly used Torx driver from use. There is another variant known as the external Torx, whose head resembles a little Torx screwdriver shape. It takes a special kind of socket to drive it. Basically there is used in transmission and car engines. Source : 1. Screw torx and type of screw drive. Star
key redirects here. For keys on the phone keypad, see asterisk. This article requires additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Unsourced material can be and issued. Find sources: Torx - news · newspapers · books · cleric · JSTOR (March 2013) (Know how and when you want
to message this template) Torx L-key security and scanner with holes for security pins to prevent dismantling with the usual Torx keys. Torx T8 screw head on the hard disk drive. Torx (pronounced /tɔːrks/), developed in 1967[1] by Camcar Textron,[2] is a type of trademark screw drive characterized by a 6-point pattern. The popular
generic name for the drive is stark, as in a star screwdriver or star bit. The official name of the generic, standardized by the International Organization for Standardization as ISO 10664, is internally hexerlobular. [3] This is sometimes leveled in the database and catalog as 6lobe (starting with a figure of 6, not capital letters G). Torx Plus,
Torx Paralobe and Torx ttap are better head profiles. Torx screws are usually found on cars, motorcycles, bicycle braking systems (disk braking), hard disk drives, computer systems and user electronics. At first, they are sometimes used in applications that require disruptive resistance, since drive systems and screwdrivers are not widely
available; as drivers become more common, variants resistant to disorders, as described below, have been developed. [4] Torx screws are also gaining popularity in the construction industry. The principles of operation angle between the aircraft connection between tools and fasteners and the verbally directed force is much closer to 90°
in the head torx type (bottom) than the conventional hex head (up). (Exaggerated for illustration purposes) By design, Torx's head screws oppose cam-outs better than Phillips' head or slot head screws. [1] While Phillips' drivers' tendency to cheat under excessive torches was listed as a feature that prevents damage to screw heads or
drivers,[5] Torx heads designed to prevent cam-outs. Development of tork automatic screwdrivers is better for use in factories that allow these changes. Instead of relying on the tool to slip from the screw head when the desired level of tork is reached (which risks damage to the driver's end, screw head, and/or work), the design of the
driver who limits the torch reaches the desired tork consistently. The design of Torx allows for higher torks to be charged from the head of the same conventional hex socket without damaging the head and/or gadgets. [1] Figure pictures describe the interaction between male and female components of conventional hex drives and Torx
drives. Emissions between exaggerated components for clarity. The green circle, through six points of contact between the two components, represents the direction of the rotation that is being implemented on each of those points. Because the contact aircraft does not align with this circle, the radial force is also generated that tends to
break components and destroyed the man. If this finger power component is too good for the material to withstand, it will angles that will be rounded up from one or both components or will divide the sides of the female part. The magnitude of this force is propaged with angle fabric (pictured in orange) between the green circle and the
contact plane. For torx design types, the angle is much closer to 90° than in case of head hex, etc. for torks given a potentially damaging radius is much lower. The property allows the suppressor head to be smaller for the same torx, which can be an advantage in an app where the space to accommodate the head is limited. Size Part of
the series onScrew drive type Slotted Slot driving Cross Cruciform PhillipsPH Frearson France recess JIS B 1012 Mortorq PozidrivPZ SupadrivPZ Set Phillip/Slotted External polygon Square Pent Hex 12-point Indoor Polygon Tri-corner Robertson Hex socket (Allen) Double-square hex-square Triple-squareXZN 12-spline flange Double
hexalobular TorxT &amp; TX Security TorxTR Torx PlusTR Polydrive Torx ttap External Torx Line head of line men's line women's line-up women harasses Three Tri-groove Tri-groove Tri-wing points Special Clutch A Clutch G Sehala Bristol Quadrex Pentalobe Spanner head (pig nose)TH vte Torx head size is pictured using capital
letters T followed by numbers between T1 to T100. [6] By some manufacturers and reseller head sizes were also shortened using TX or Tx in front of the number. [7] [8] A small number matches the dimensions of the point to a smaller point of the screw head (a circular diameter surrounded on a cross-section of the screw drive end).
Common sizes include T10, T15, and T25, while T35 and T47 tend to see specific uses. Only the right driver can drive a certain head size without the risk of damaging the driver or screws. The same series of Torx drivers are used to drive SAE, metrics and other thread system binders, reducing the number of beet sizes required. The
external variant of the torx head size (see below) is described using capital letterS E followed by numbers between E4 to E44. [9] The E number is different from the T number of the same size: for example, the E4 Torx socket fits the T20 head. [6] Properties of various Torx drives[10][6] Size Point-to-point distance Maximum torque range
~ E Torx (in) (mm) (lb·ft) (N·m) T1 0.035 0.90 0.015–0.022 0.02–0.03 T2 0.039 1.00 0.052–0.066 0.07–0.09 T3 0.047 1.20 0.10–0.13 0.14–0.18 T4 0.053 1.35 0.16–0.21 0.22–0.28 T5 0.059 1.50 0.32–0.38 0.43–0.51 E2 T6 0.069 1.75 0.55–0.66 0.75–0.90 T7 0.083 2.10 1.0–1.3 1.4–1.7 T8 0.094 2.40 1.6–1.9 2.2–2.6 T9 0.102 2.60 2.1–
2.5 2.8–3.4 T10 0.110 2.80 2.7–3.3 3.7–4.5 T15 0.132 3.35 4.7–5.7 6.4–7.7 T20 0.156 3.95 7.7–9.4 10.5–12.7 E4 T25 0.177 4.50 11.7–14.0 E5 T27 0.201 5.10 16.6–19.8 22.5–26.9 T30 0.220 5.60 22.9–27.6 31.1–37.4 E6 T35[11] 0.232 5.90 E7 T40 0.266 6.75 39.9–48.0 54.1–65.1 E8 T45 0.312 7.93 63.4–76.1 86–103.2 T47[12][13]
GM-Style T50 0.352 8.95 97–117 132–158 E10 T55 0.447 11.35 161–189 218–256 E12 T60 0.530 13.45 280–328 379–445 E16 T70 0.618 15.70 460–520 630–700 E18 T80 0.699 17.75 696–773 943–1,048 E20 T90 0.795 20.20 984–1,094 1,334–1,483 T100 0.882 22.40 1,359–1,511 1,843–2,048 E24 Variants Security Torx driver
External Torx driver A version known as Security Torx, Tamper-Resistant Torx (often shortened to Torx TR) or pin-in Torx contains a post in the center of the head that prevents a standard Torx driver (or a straight screwdriver) from being inserted. The Outer Torx version exists, where the skru head has a slight Torx skru player shape, and
the Torx socket is used to guide it. The nominal size of the outer E Torx is not related to the size of the T, (e.g. the E40 socket is too large to load a little Torx T40, while the Torx E8 socket will match the Torx T40 bit[6]). Torx Paralobe is a rebuilt Torx Drive System with 6% longer Flanks resulting in 20% higher tork in regards. [14]
Hartanah pelbagai Torx Luaran mendorong saiz titik ke titik jarak[6] Pemilihan pengikat standard[9] (dalam) (mm) Metrik SAE E4 0.15 3.8 #6 M3 E5 0.19 4.7 #8 M4 E6 0.22 5.6 #10 5 E7 0.24 6.1 E8 0.29 7.4 1/4 M6 &amp; M7 E10 0.37 9.3 5/16 M8 E12 0.44 11.1 3/8 M10 &amp; M11 E14 0.50 12.8 7/16 M12 E16 0.58 14.7 1/2 E18 0.65
16.6 9/16 M14 E20 0.72 18.4 5/8 M16 E24 0.87 22.1 3/4 M18 &amp; M20 E28 7/8 M22 E32 1 M24 &amp; M27 E36 1-1/8 M30 E40 1-1/4 M33 E44 1-3/8 M36 A Torx pengganti, Torx Plus, diperkenalkan sekitar tahun 1990 apabila paten Torx asal telah tamat tempoh. The lobe is more square to allow higher torks and to minimize wear. The
name is shortened to IP (Internal Plus) with a size between 1IP to 100IP [15] (sometimes listed as IP1 to IP100 [16]) and EP (Outer Plus) with a size between 1EP to 42EP and a smaller size between H7EP to H2EP and includes a five-claw annoying variant. [15] Specifications for the license are held by Textron. A standard Torx driver can
be used to drive a Torx Plus skru, but not to a full tork as it is loosely deserved. The Torx Plus guide will not fit into the Standard Torx skru. The disturbing version of the Torx Plus exists to have five lobes instead of six, plus a position in the middle, and is used for safety because the driver is outstanding. [17] Although the Acument
(formerly Textron) lists no determination,[18][19] TS[20] or IPR [21] can be seen. Skru can be an alternative pentalobe. Torx Plus Maxx Stems is a very special variant used at the end of the fastener as opposed to the bolt head, and provides a tork that higher than any other booster system justifies. [22] The torxstem is buttoned with Plus
Maxx booster at both ends. A better version of Torx called Torx ttap was built in 2005,[23] which featured a second plot to realize stick-fit engagement (named Frixion Fit), designed to minimize wobbling without pressing and the need for magnet bits, a traative that can be important to certain industry users. [24] The Standard Torx guide
may be used to guide the Torx ttap skru, but the torx ttap driver will not load the Standard Torx skru. [25] The AudiTorx is a binder of evidence in which the concave and slippery fastening head is coupled with a break-away Torx booster that comes out when the engineering tork is achieved, leaving the bolt head like a rivet that should not
be removed easily. The main application of this binder is in the railway industry. [26] The competitive variant of the AW drive is a similar hexalobular-type skru head to Torx, with a profile set up to assist in the centre, which was built by the Würth Group in Germany. [27] It can be found in five size: AW 10, AW 20, AW 25, AW 30 and AW
40. [28] Torx gallery bit T15, T20, T25, and T30 A Torx wrench Closeup of Torx screwdriver tip A Torx T30 bolt See as well as Wrench References ^ a b A.S. Patent 3,584,667, Bernard F Reiland, Arrangement of competitions and tools for the same cause, filed 1967-03-21 ^ Camcar eventually became part of the Textron Binding System



in the 1990s. In 2006 the Teksron Binding System was sold to Platinum Equities, LLC, of Beverly Hills, California. They re-named the company Acument Global Technologies, which in 2010 included Avdel, Camcar, Ring Screw, and others. In 2014, Acument was sold from Platinum Equity to Fontana Gruppo. ↑ ISO 10664:2005, ISO.org,
taken 2012-01-14 ↑ Paul Sharke (Jun 2005). Fast and Assured: how much evidence is troubling?. Mechanical Engineering. 127 (6): 32. ISSN 0025-6501. Diarkibkan from the original in 2007-02-09. Achieved 2012-01-14.CS1 main: bot: url status of unknown origin (link) ^ Us Patent #2,474,994 Demands, Page 7. ↑ a b c e Torx binder carta
and tools. Wiha Tools USA. Outsized from the original in 2015-12-26. Achieved in 2012-01-14. ↑ Bit torx. ↑ GmbH, Contort. Contortor: digitaler Fachhändler für Handwerk und Industrie. www.contorion.at. ^ b TORX Booster System (PDF). Textile Binding System. Originally released (PDF) in 2007-01-02. ↑ ISO 10664:2014 - Hexalobular
deep guidance feature for bolt and skru ^ 2 Pcs T35 3/13 Torx Head Screwdriver Link 1/2 Square Mechanical Drive Socket. ↑ FTX47E, socket guide, TORX, GM-Style, T47. ↑ Fiero Torx Sockets. ↑ Media, Miller. TORX® PARALOBE® a | Acument Global Technologies. Achieved in 2019-07-11. ↑ b ToRX PLUS Drive System (PDF). I'm
amen. ↑ TORX PLUS Long sleeve L-Keys. Wiha Tools USA. from the original on 7 October 2015. Recedived 14 July 2016. ^ Egon Pavlis (March 16, 2010). When Phillips isn't Phillips Plus So Much Teachers. ↑ Completion of Pengikanan (PDF). I'm amen. ↑ Tamper-Resistant TORX PLUS Drive System (PDF). Textile Binding System.
Originally released (PDF) in 2006-11-10. ↑ TS Star Bits (5 Sided) 1/4D 7pc - Part No. 3389 - Part of the TS Star/Torx* Plus consists of Laser Tools. Reached on July 14, 2016. ↑ Safety of TORX PLUS Ant Bits. Wiha Tools USA. Diarkibkan from the original on December 13, 2015. Reached on July 14, 2016. ↑ TORX PLUS® MAXX Booster
System. ↑ U.S. Patent 6951158, Jone Edland, System consisting of the skru and the tool, issued 2005-10-04 ^ TTAP Binder. Acument Global Technologies. Reached on February 26, 2017. ↑ Excess ttap Torx. Ttapdrive.com. Ttapdrive USA. Reached on February 26, 2017. ↑ Akumen Industrial delivery system. ↑ Technical Information on
Fasteners: 11.1 Deep boosters for skru - AW-Antrieb booster (PDF). Adolf Würth GmbH &amp;amp; Co. KG. Reached on 2 March 2017. ↑ Overall Overview of The Coaching Julat (Binder: Introducing the AW Booster System, p3) (PDF). Würth New Zealand. 2016. Torx-related Media out-of-the-mail link to Wikimedia Commons Taken
from
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